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Byzantine spirit continued to dominate the Court, the army,
the administration, and the legal procedure. Although the
Bulgarian Patriarchate was restored to Trnovo in 1235, the
National Church ceased to lead the nation; in the next
century it was, like the Byzantine Church, afflicted with the
mystic doctrine of Hesychasm^ whose founder, Gregory the
Sinaite, won many Bulgarian and Serbian followers, chief
among them Theodosius of Trnovo. At Trnovo there was
established a settlement of Hesychasts, modelled on the
monastic life of Mt. Athos. This foreign importation led its
Bulgarian promoter to take the side of the Oecumenical
Patriarch, Callistus I, against his own Patriarch, who had
sought to obtain formal, as well as practical, independence
by omitting Callistus's name from the prayers and ceasing to
obtain the holy oil from him. Thus, theological affinity was
a more powerful motive than patriotism. Another important
product of Hesychasm was the Bulgarian Patriarch Euthy-
mius, an opponent of the Bogomils and a compiler of
theological and biographical works, for which Byzantine
books were models. Thus, alike in dogma and literature,
Bulgaria went back to Byzantium, and originality and
nationalism were eclipsed at a time when the Turks were
approaching the Balkans. In 1393 Trnovo fell; Bulgaria
remained a Turkish province till 1878; the Bulgarian Church
was under the Oecumenical Patriarch from 1394 till 1870.
The Bulgars were subject to the temporal power of the
Turkish Sultan and to the spiritual authority of the Greek
Patriarch, who, living at Constantinople, could, as Muham-
mad II had shrewdly foreseen, be used as an instrument of
Ottoman policy in the Balkans. Hence, one of the first acts
of the Modern Greek kingdom was to throw off his authority
—an act imitated by Bulgaria in 18 70, but as the prelude,
not as the result, of her liberation.
The history of the southern Slavs has been profoundly
marked by the division between the Eastern and the Western
Churches, which made the Croats and Slovenes face west-
ward and the Serbs eastward; The Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy, which embraced the two first branches of the
Yugoslav stock, completed what Virgilius of Salzburg had
begun in the case of the Slovenes and Charlemagne in that

